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Never let your knife sink again 

Morakniv is announcing the Floating Serrated Knife. To 

prevent your knife from sinking to the bottom of a lake, river 

or ocean when using a knife during work or leisure, Morakniv 

developed the Floating Serrated Knife.  

The Morakniv Floating Serrated Knife is a fixed blade knife that, thanks to the designed 

handle of cork actually floats. The thin serrated blade of stainless steel is specially designed 

to handle the cutting of rope, fiber, and nylon. The Floating Serrated Knife has a core and a 

sheath made of orange polymer making it highly visible and easy to locate. 

 “We developed the Floating Serrated Knife for the offshore industry where a floating 

knife is of high importance. Especially in the fish farm aquaculture where knives are used 

regularly for cutting rope or as a general tool. A knife sunken in a basin results in high costs 

when the blade causes damage and a diving team has to be sent down for repairs. Of course 

it’s features also make this knife a perfect tool for kayakers, people sailing and others 

spending time on the water, both professionals and sportsmen,” says Niclas Wiklund, Head 

of Product Managment at Morakniv. 

 

About Floating Serrated Knife 

The Floating Serrated Knife is a very lightweight knife, easy to take with you by connecting it 

to your belt, backpack or lifesaving vest with the clip on the sheath. It’ also possible to attach 

it to a button, for example on your working clothes. An orange high visible sheath with a 

smart button lets you connect and link several knives from our Craft segment, giving you the 

opportunity to carry your preferred combination of models. The thin blade of stainless steel 
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has a rounded tip, keeping you and your boat safe from injuries and providing a safe practice 

when cutting rope or nets out on the water. The handle in cork is very pleasant to hold and it 

does not conduct cold, a pleasure if you’re using it in icy water. 
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For further information, please contact: 

Björn Åkerblom, Sales and Marketing Manager 

E-mail:     bjorn.akerblom@morakniv.se 
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